
Impossible Objectives: part 1 

 

The ugly face of criminalisation raises its ugly head again in the case of APL England 

with the master facing trial because containers fell off his ship in bad weather. He is 

accused of taking an unseaworthy ship to sea. How so? 

 

Unlike general cargo ships where securing deck cargoes varies each voyage, 

container ships are provided with standard stowage conditions and the actual 

configuration of lashing bars and turnbuckles is shown in the cargo securing manual 

(although on most large container ships, this is shown on the loading computer for 

each actual departure condition). Forces on the securing system have been 

calculated in advance according to accelerations and the system is approved by the 

ship’s classification society. 

 

The ship’s structure where the containers are secured to the ship is in the form of 

base sockets either on the hatch covers or on the supports fitted along the ship’s 

side. Their suitable condition will therefore be covered by the annual Safety 

Construction certificate survey. 

 

The physical check of cargo securing is performed by the duty OOW as each stack is 

secured according to their working stowage plan. These of course depend upon each 

container (on deck) being locked in place by a twistlock . Today these are normally of 

the semi-automatic type and are normally fitted ashore by stevedores as each 

container in the deck stow is loaded. The OOW can normally see this from the main 

deck; at least for the gantry cranes close to them. The OOW can also see the 

container as it is lowered into place (one end only). They will also be able to see the 

actuating handle protruding out from the end where they are standing. To see the 

other end they will have to climb down to the main deck, walk along to the other 

end, climb up and then oberve these twistlock handles. 

If one (twistlock) falls out as a container is loaded it will normally be apparent to the 

gantry crane driver. To the OOW on observing on deck the absence may not be 

apparent; especially if it is 12 or more metres above deck; or at the other end 

invisible to them. Consider also a ship working 6 gantry cranes, it is impossible for 

the duty officer to be in all these places at once. A twistlock jumping out of place 

may then go unnoticed. Impossible objective 1. 

 

On older container ships, using manual twistlocks, it was possible to identify a 

missing twistlock due to the uneven profile of a stack as observed from the bridge. 

On the large ships of today this is less likely. 

 

With respect to maintenance; for the vast majority of the time, the base sockets are 

covered due to the container loads, but any cracks are normally accompanies by 

heavy corrosion. The only opportunity for closer examination occurs when the hatch 



covers are lifted ashore during discharging/loading operations. With respect to the 

portable equipment (twistlocks, lashing bars and turnbuckles) again any damaged or 

defective items will normally be left to one side by the stevedores. Twistlocks are 

normally contained in storage bins stowed on flatrack containers and these are 

normally the first containers discharged and the last to be reloaded. On a ship with a 

full load, these may not be accessible during the voyage. Besides on a ship with x 

thousand containers stowed on deck there will be 4x thousand twistlocks. Just 

counting these takes a long time (they are heavy and I have done this). Observing for 

damage takes longer. Impossible condition 2. 

 

So the master relies on the integrity of the terminal and his Chief Officer to report 

any deviations to securing and in today’s high pace operations they cannot physically 

check the stowage and securing of each individual container. Unlike tankers, 

container ships are even required to vacate the berth within 30 minutes of 

completion of cargo operations. Impossible condition 3. 

 

Finally when faced with heavy weather, the master has to decide to suspend the 

normal voyage and take action to reduce the motion of the ship by either reducing 

speed or altering course. The is however, no information available to them to decide 

when this becomes necessary. As already stated the naval architects who prepare 

cargo securing manuals only consider acclerations. There is no accelerometer 

onboard. Impossible condition 4. …..and on the subject of bad weather – ships can 

roll more than 25 degrees!! The master must therefore depend upon his experience 

in taking action to limit the ship’s movement. 

 

So rather than use this as an excuse to blame the master, make this an in depth 

investigation into loss of containers producing some strong recommendations to 

prevent further losses (vis a vis the excellent report into Pasha Bulker). 
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